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English Books
New Spring Editions
Trace Elements, Donna Leon. Fr. 26.90.
A woman's cryptic dying words in a Venetian hospice lead Guido Brunetti to
uncover a threat to the entire region in Donna Leon's haunting twenty-ninth
Brunetti novel.
Find Me, André Aciman. Fr. 21.50.
Elio believes he has left behind his first love - but as an affair with an older man
intensifies, his thoughts turn to the past and to Oliver.
The Wedding Dress, Danielle Steel. Fr. 28.90.
The story of a family and a special dress, handed down from mother to
daughter, during times of fortune, loss, tragedy and victory, by the world's
favourite storyteller, Danielle Steel.
Grown Ups, Marian Keyes. Fr. 28.90.
Grown Ups is the brand new, sensationally entertaining and laugh out loud
novel from Marian Keyes.Magnificently messy lives, brilliantly untangled. Funny,
tender and completely absorbing!
Camino Winds, John Grisham. Fr. 32.90.
Welcome back to Camino Island, where anything can happen—even a murder in
the midst of a hurricane, which might prove to be the perfect crime . . .
Postscript, Cecilia Ahern. Fr. 15.90.
The long-awaited sequel to the international bestseller PS, I Love You!
The Supernova Era, Cixin Liu. Fr. 18.50. Science Fiction.
Eight years ago and eight light years away, a supermassive star died. Tonight, a
supernova tsunami of high energy will finally reach Earth and within a year
everyone over the age of thirteen will be dead.
The Mirror of the Light, Hilary Mantel. Fr. 28.90. Historical Fiction
England, time of Henry VIII and Oliver Cromwell.
Walk the Wire, Baldacci David. Fr. 28.90.
FBI Agent Amos Decker is back in a brand new thrilling memory man
investigation.

Plants-Only Kitchen, Gaz Oakley. Fr. 37.50.
Over 70 delicious, super-simple, powerful & protein-packed recipes for busy
people.
Little Fires Everywhere, Celeste Ng. Fr. 18.50.
Family Drama (New York Times bestseller), shows how art engenders empathy,
in even the darkest corners of human experience .
The Beekeeper of Aleppo, Christy Lefteri. Fr. 18.50.
Nuri is a beekeeper; his wife, Afra, an artist. They live a simple life, rich in family
and friends, in the beautiful Syrian city of Aleppo - until the unthinkable
happens. When all they care for is destroyed by war, they are forced to escape.
1-2-3-4 The Beatles in Time , Craig Brown. Fr. 28.50.
Fascinating hilarious kaleidoscopic biography of the Fab Four.
11 Life Lessons from Nelson Mandela, Ndabe Mandela. Fr. 18.50.
Ndaba Mandela was raised by his grandfather, Nelson Mandela. in Ndaba's
account we have a rare and personal insight into the man behind the myth.
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